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While advocating for the advancement of the Irish marble extraction and fabrication industries in 1845, 
George Wilkinson declared, ‘The colours of the marbles in Ireland are almost as numerous as those 
obtained from Italy’.1  In this reference to Irish ‘marbles’, Wilkinson is for the most part denoting the 
uniform, level limestone beds of the midland districts.  Most designated Irish ‘marbles’ are in fact polished 
coloured limestones, which formed during the Carboniferous geological period when Ireland lay in tropical 
latitudes and was submerged by a shallow sea, creating a carbonate shelf with enclosed deep-water basins 
such as that at what is now Dublin and in which Calp was deposited.2  In terms of commercial stone, a 
marble is that which is attractive and susceptible to a polish; these ‘marbles’ may include limestone, true 
marble, serpentine, even granite.  However, in geological terms, a marble is a metamorphic rock whose 
parent rock was a limestone.  During metamorphism limestone is altered by heat and/or pressure and a 
resultant marble is formed.  The diverse coloured nature of Irish limestones is due to the admixture of 
various minerals; a black colour is imparted to limestones due to small grain size and the presence of 
carbon.  Ireland’s limestone deposits are three times greater in area than those of the United Kingdom, 
extending for some 15000 square miles or half of the island’s land mass.  The abundance and variability of 
Irish limestone explains its extensive exploitation for building and decorative purposes, especially 
throughout the Victorian period. 
 
Carboniferous limestones in Ireland that have been utilised as black marble have been found and worked 
in the counties of Carlow, Fermanagh, Galway, Kerry, Kilkenny, Limerick, Mayo, Monaghan, Sligo, 
Tipperary and Waterford;3 the superior, most sought after black stone was raised in Kilkenny, Galway and 
Limerick.   As emerging polychromatic architectural design created high demand for coloured stone across 
nineteenth century Ireland, landlords, existing quarry owners and industrious prospectors were drawn to 
these subterraneous treasures and numerous decorative stone quarries were opened throughout Ireland 
on account of the extensive and dominant underlying limestone lithologies. Many of the Victorian 
decorative stone quarries were worked on an ad-hoc basis and it appears that stone was supplied to meet 
local demand.  However, this was not the case for Irish black marble, which has been excavated and traded 
on an ongoing basis since historic times, and ‘though the radical polychromy of the mid-nineteenth century 
diminished its central role in Irish building practice, its dark colour and rich fossilised composition retained 
its appeal until the present day’.4   
 
The black marbles of Kilkenny are historic.  Alderman William Colles of Abbeyvale (1702-1770), premier 
lessee of the Black Quarry, south-east of Kilkenny city, and founder of the Kilkenny marble works near 
Maddockstown in 1730, was the early exemplar for the Irish decorative stone industry; he extracted, 
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fabricated, transported and effectively promoted Kilkenny black limestone at home and abroad during the 
eighteenth century.  Colles was the first person in Ireland and Britain to cut and polish marble using 
waterpower and his fabrication processes set standards to which other marble mills aspired.5  The 
burgeoning marble industry in nineteenth century Ireland is indebted to the intrepid nature of Colles and 
his successors, who not only continued the enterprise but significantly expanded and improved it until 
1921 when Richard Colles sold the marble works.6  Kilkenny black marble was widely distributed in both 
raw and fabricated forms to countries including Britain, the USA and Australia, and it is currently extracted 
for domestic use and export by McKeon Stone7 and Kilkenny Limestone.8  David Page, in his Advanced 
Book of Geology published in 1856, beautifully epitomised the ‘not indifferent beauty’ of Kilkenny marble 
with his remarks on ‘the joints and stalks of encrinites, the star-like pores of the corals and sections of 
shells, shining out from the darker matrix in which they are embedded’.9 
 

 
Figure 1. Anglingham black marble quarry, Co. Galway10 (left), polished Irish black fossiliferous Carboniferous limestone (middle), 
Threecastles limestone quarry, Co. Kilkenny, owned by McKeon Stone (right). 

During the early nineteenth century strong competitors to Kilkenny black limestone emerged along the 
banks of Lough Corrib and at Merlin Park close to Galway city; the quarries were situated on Sir Valentine 
Blake’s estate and yielded ‘Galway black marble’ at a manufacturing scale for native use and export since 
the 1820s.  The Merlin Park quarry (which was known as the ‘Royal Quarry’) was opened in 1814 by the 
landlord who commenced exportation of manufactured or worked stone prior to 1820;11 in the following 
year marble chimneypieces were sent to Carlton House in London.12  Henry Hodgson took possession of 
the quarry in 1853 and during the 1880s Messrs Sibthorpe and Sons of Dublin began to work it;13 quarrying 
continued  until 1969.14  Menlough and Anglingham quarries at Lough Corrib, situated three miles north 
of Galway, were discovered and exploited by Stanley Ireland in the early 1800s.  He established a marble 
yard in Galway and supplied the stone to various Irish, British and American markets.15  Anglingham quarry 
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was leased by Henry Abbott in the 1850s.16  The quarry contained three beds of high-quality black marble 
of which the uppermost “Thin Bed” at 8-11 inches thick was the finest.  The middle “London Bed” (11-13 
inches thick) was preferred by London marble workers for its capability of being cut economically, while 
below was located the “Double Bed”, 14 inches in total thickness, comprising jet-black marble with a 2-
inch central seam filled with fossil shells.  Beneath the Double Bed lay an earthy black stone unsuitable as 
marble and in 1845 there was approx. 20 feet of clearing (grey limestone) above the marble beds, which 
increased to 40 feet by 1869.17  Blocks of stone, 7-10 feet long and 3-5 feet wide were generally raised as 
this size was favoured in the contemporary market.18  During the same period Phineas Franklin, an 
entrepreneur from Liverpool, managed the neighbouring black quarries at Menlough.19 
 
Superior black limestones were also procured in and around Limerick city for many centuries and during 
the Victorian era most extensively worked as marble at the Killaloe Marble Works, to which they were 
transported by barge on the River Shannon; the best stone was exported to London.  Beds of varying 
quality occurred, the most valuable being those of even texture and free from silica.  The presence of silica 
resulted in the rock being hard, difficult to work and less capable of receiving a polish.20  In the early 
nineteenth century up to twenty seven limestone quarries were operating in Limerick city, which supplied 
building stone as well as ornamental stone. The primary quarry locations for black marble in Limerick city 
included Thomond Gate, Carey’s Road, Garryowen, Ballysimon, Rosbrien, Southill and alongside the 
railway at Roxborough Road.  The various quarries were operational at different periods from medieval 
times through to the twentieth century.21  A jet black marble was also quarried at Foynes outside of the 
city.22  Black limestone is no longer extracted in counties Galway or Limerick; the extant black limestone 
quarries and marble works of Kilkenny provide a glimpse into the past whilst keeping the industry alive. 

 
Conclusions 
This short account regarding the black marbles of Ireland is part of a wider study undertaken by the authors 
as the Stonebuilt Ireland project, which encompasses all the major building and decorative stone formally 
quarried and fabricated in Ireland.  This research sheds light on the importance of Ireland’s natural stone 
resources and explores the quarry locations, ownership and extraction methods, together with 
manufacturing processes and applications of stone in historic heritage buildings and monuments.   
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